Abstract: A networking device is described the device comprising a processor, memory, at least one network device, and a plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits, the circuits being usable for coupling aerials and accessories to the networking device and capable of being used for user input.

Published:
— with international search report (Art. 21(3))
— before the expiration of the time limit for amending the claims and to be republished in the event of receipt of amendments (Rule 48.2(h))
The present invention relates to a data collection network, in particular to a data collection device for a data network.

BACKGROUND

Networks used for data collection are known. However in inhospitable areas such as the bush, forests, large parks, islands and large inaccessible farms data collection networks face numerous issues. These issues include the battery life of the network nodes and how users servicing the nodes communicate with the nodes.

It would be desirable to have a data collection network and data collection nodes for the network that would be usable in an inhospitable environment. It would also be desirable to have a node that had a built in communication system.

Thus there is a need for a data collection network and data collection nodes for the network that would be usable in an inhospitable environment and nodes for the network that have a built in communication system or which at least provides the public or industry with a useful choice.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment the present invention consists in a networking device comprising:

- a processor;
- memory in communication with the processor;
- at least one network device; and
- a plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits, the circuits being usable for coupling accessories to the networking device and capable of being used for user input.

Preferably at least one of the plurality of capacitive based circuits is coupled to an aerial.

Preferably the networking device further comprising at least one piezoelectric sensor.

Preferably the networking device further comprising at least one accelerometer.

Preferably the networking device further comprising at least one indicator.

Preferably at least one indicator is at least two indicators.

Preferably the at least two indicators are two LEDs.

Preferably the networking device further comprising at least one magnetic reed switch component.
Preferably the networking device is waterproof and all external coupling to the device is made using the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits.

Preferably the at least one network device, is a plurality of network devices.

Preferably the plurality of network devices includes an RF networking device.

Preferably the plurality of network devices includes a bluetooth device.

Preferably at least one of the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits are inductively or capacitively coupled to monitoring devices.

Preferably the monitoring devices are wildlife monitoring devices.

Preferably at least one of the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits are inductively or capacitively coupled to management devices.

Preferably the monitoring devices are wildlife management devices.

Preferably at least one of the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits are inductively or capacitively coupled to sensors.
Preferably the networking device is capable of use in an inhospitable environment

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

**Figure 1** is a schematic of the network system of the present invention;

**Figure 2** is a block diagram of the universal data collection node of the present invention; and

**Figure 3** is a schematic circuit diagram of the universal data collection node of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

It is acknowledged that the terms "comprise", "comprises" and "comprising" may, under varying jurisdictions, be attributed with either an exclusive or an inclusive meaning. For the purpose of this specification, and unless otherwise noted, these terms are intended to have an inclusive meaning - i.e. they will be taken to mean an inclusion of the listed components that the use directly references, but optionally also the inclusion of other non-specified components or elements.

Referring to the Figures the low power wireless sensor network system 1 of the present invention will be described. The system
1 is designed for large scale deployment and is capable of operating in remote and rugged areas in addition to urban environments.

The sensor network 1 of the invention is capable of storing information using associated databases 11 connected to a system server 10 (or a plurality of servers). The system 1 provides access to the information, through standard database protocols and a web portal on the system server 10. The web portal will allow portable 14 and desktop computing devices 13 to access the data. Each user's access to the data will of course depend on the rights granted to the user. The system 1 uses a number of nodes including at least hubs 15, repeaters, universal data collection nodes 100 and portable device communicator nodes 16.

In one embodiment the universal data collection nodes 100 of the invention are used in wildlife management and monitoring 17 but the universal data collection nodes 100 may also be used to monitor and/or control other devices and systems, such as weather stations 18 asset monitoring (for example a water tank 18) and the gathering of other data including integrated land /water /biodiversity/biosecurity monitoring data.

The network system 1 of the present invention uses a radio-based network communications protocol, such as a radio frequency 'RF' based communications system, which supports multiple network topologies. The most common types of configurations are expected to be star and point-to-point with a hub and combinations of both. Any suitable network typology
may be used. Communication between the system hubs and the system database controller may be via a suitable networking system such as WIFI, Ethernet, fibre ADSL, VDSL, satellite or cellular communications including 2G, 3G and 4G network protocols.

The core node in the system are the universal data collection nodes 100 that incorporate interface circuits 102, 103 to connect aerials 301 and other auxiliary devices such as wildlife management devices, monitoring instrumentation, weather stations 18, storage tanks 19, battery banks, etc. Inputs from the auxiliary devices to the universal data collection nodes may be via digital, analogue, serial, mechanical or a built in user interface. The universal data collection nodes 100 allow for radio wave based wireless connections 103, connections using electrical conductors and capacitive 102 and/or inductive 107 based coupled connections as well as detection of applied magnetic fields using a reed switch 108. The coupled connections 102, 103, 107 may also be used to couple an external device such as smart phone 14 or other portable computing device with the universal data collection node 100 providing access to an input device/keypad and display.

The universal data collection nodes 100 includes at least one networking device integrated on a circuit board 101, optionally an accelerometer 105, a piezoelectric sensor 106, a magnetic reed switch 108 and indicators 104. The indicators are most likely LEDs but a busser or other audible indicator may be used. A power supply typically a battery is also incorporated on or connected to the circuit board. The circuit board 101 includes a
processor and memory. Processor within this specification includes one or more processors.

The system inherently supports multiple hubs 15 (each supporting their own network of universal data collection nodes 100). Each hub 15 can support several different operating frequencies (channels) to enable a greater number of universal data collection nodes per hub.

Repeater nodes may be used in order to extend the range between universal data collection nodes and hubs, alternatively the universal data collection nodes 100 may themselves be used as repeater nodes.

The system 1 additionally supports portable device communicator nodes 16 which provide functions including serving as an intermediary between universal data collection nodes 100, hubs 15 and users. In this role portable device communicator nodes 16 can communicate with or without smart hand-held devices 14 via a wireless connection such as Bluetooth. While Bluetooth is provided as an example communication protocol other communication protocols could be used such as NFC or RFID.

The portable device communicator nodes 16 may additionally provide an emergency notification facility through system. It is envisaged that the portable device communicator nodes 16 would be used for sending and receiving data and commands to and from universal data collection nodes and hubs.
In a further embodiment portable device communicator nodes 16 can serve as a 'portable hub' for small networks where a fixed hub 15 may not be warranted. Portable device communicator nodes 16 may also be used to log signal strength and positional data for the generation of 'heat maps' and for system coverage planning.

The system 1 is designed to operation within a tightly constrained power budget and to provide redundancy so that key or critical system functions are not compromised by the failure or loss of system components or communication channels.

The data gathered by the universal data collection nodes 100 is in one embodiment sent in relatively small amounts and the data is periodically uploaded to the hubs 15 via a low-power radio link. The data from all nodes communicating with a hub 105 is aggregated and stored before being uploaded in full or in part to the system server 10.

Hubs 15 are used to optimise the data sent out of their respective networks. In the preferred embodiment not all data will necessarily be automatically uploaded to the server 10, this is to save power and costs. The amount of data upload is however configurable depending on user requirements, local data transmission costs, available power etc.

The universal data collection nodes 100 are the distributed sensors within the system 1. To take advantage of the economies of scale, the universal data collection nodes 100
provide generic functionality to enable large numbers of them to be produced.

The universal data collection nodes 100 feature button sensors 102.

The universal data collection nodes 100 further have a built in user interface using the sensors 102 to provide the ability to manually set firmware options and input data into the universal data collection nodes 100. The user interface is provided by capacitive and/or inductive sensors (buttons) and optionally at least one piezoelectric sensor 106 and one accelerometer 105.

The piezoelectric sensor 106 and accelerometer 105 in the universal data collection nodes 100 enable a user to wake/activate the capacitive user interface 102 by tapping on the universal data collection nodes 100. In an alternative embodiment the accelerometer 105 could be used to send commands to or enter data into the sensor node using a tapping sequence or vibrations with specified characteristics.

The capacitive 102 and/or inductive buttons 107 of the universal data collection nodes 100 provide a means for a user to send commands to or enter data into the universal data collection nodes 100 without requiring either a radio wave based wireless connection or a connection using an electrical conductor.

The capacitive 102 and/or inductive buttons 107 are also designed to enable circuits to be coupled to the universal data collection node 100 using capacitive and/or inductive based
connections at the button locations. This enables a circuit to be connected without requiring a penetration through the node housing and allows the node to be waterproof. An example application for such circuits will be to monitor the status of wildlife management devices 17 such as live capture traps. Another example is the ability to monitor a remote switch 304 that does not need a powered circuit without needing to penetrate through the node housing. Other sensor functionality may include providing the universal data collection node 100 with the ability to detect the presence of objects, liquids, animals or products using the sensors 102, 107.

The capacitive 102 and/or inductive buttons (circuits) 107 may further provide sensor functionality such as providing the universal data collection node 100 with the ability to detect the presence and optionally characteristics of objects, liquids, animals or products.

Universal data collection nodes 100 can additionally have the ability to listen for emergency transmissions initiated from portable device communicator nodes 16 or another universal data collection nodes 100. Having received an emergency transmission the universal data collection nodes 100 switch to an emergency beacon type state to assist with locating personnel who initiated the emergency transmission. Depending on the number of nodes in a network that pick up an emergency transmission, the supervising hubs 15 can manage which universal data collection nodes 100, if any switch to an emergency beacon type state.
The portable device communicator nodes 16 of the system provide a range of functions within the system. They are designed to provide functionality both with and without a connection to a smart hand-held device communicating via wireless connection, such as Bluetooth.

Portable device communicator node 16 functions include: serving as an intermediary between various other system nodes and smart hand-held devices. In this role portable device communicator nodes 16 communicate with the smart hand-held devices via a wireless connection, such as Bluetooth.

Portable device communicator nodes 16 can serve as an intermediary between system nodes 100 and hubs 15 and users without requiring a connection to a smart hand-held device 14. Portable device communicator nodes 16 may be used as a portable hub for small networks where a fixed hub may not be warranted.

In one embodiment portable device communicator nodes 16 will have a GPS receiver and one or more wireless transceivers. Portable device communicator node may also have sensors and be programmed to enable either automatic or user initiated emergency notifications/message to be transmitted out through the system. Further portable device communicator nodes 16 can switch to an emergency beacon type state to assist with locating personnel who initiated the emergency transmission. When a portable device communicator node 16 is connected to a smart hand-held device 14 the portable device communicator node 16
can provide users with the ability to send out a short text message through the system 1.

While the present invention has been illustrated by the description of the embodiments thereof, and while the embodiments have been described in detail, it is not the intention of the Applicant to restrict or in any way limit the scope of the appended claims to such detail. Further, the above embodiments may be implemented individually, or may be combined where compatible. Additional advantages and modifications, including combinations of the above embodiments, will readily appear to those skilled in the art. Therefore, the invention in its broader aspects is not limited to the specific details, representative apparatus and methods, and illustrative examples shown and described. Accordingly, departures may be made from such details without departure from the spirit or scope of the Applicant's general inventive concept.
WHAT WE CLAIM IS:

1. A networking device comprising:
   a processor;
   memory in communication with the processor;
   at least one network device; and
   a plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits, the circuits being usable for coupling accessories to the networking device and capable of being used for user input.

2. The networking device as claimed in claim 1 wherein at least one of the plurality of capacitive based circuits is coupled to an aerial.

3. The networking device as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 further comprising at least one piezoelectric sensor.

4. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3 further comprising at least one accelerometer.

5. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 4 further comprising at least one indicator.

6. The networking device as claimed in claim 5 wherein the at least one indicator is at least two indicators.

7. The networking device as claimed in claim 6 wherein the at least two indicators are two LEDs.
8. The networking device as claimed in claims 1 to 7 further comprising at least one magnetic reed switch.

9. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 8 wherein the device is waterproof and all external coupling to the device is made using the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits.

10. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 9 wherein the at least one network device, is a plurality of network devices.

11. The networking device as claimed in claim 10 wherein the plurality of network devices includes an RF networking device.

12. The networking device as claimed in claim 10 or claim 11 wherein the plurality of network devices includes a Bluetooth device.

13. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 12 wherein at least one of the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits are inductively or capacitively coupled to monitoring devices.

14. The networking device as claimed in claim 13 wherein the monitoring devices are wildlife monitoring devices.

15. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 14 wherein at least one of the plurality of capacitive and/or
inductive based circuits are inductively or capacitively coupled to management devices.

16. The networking device as claimed in claim 15 wherein the monitoring devices are wildlife management devices.

17. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 16 wherein at least one of the plurality of capacitive and/or inductive based circuits are inductively or capacitively coupled to sensors.

18. The networking device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 17 wherein the networking device is capable of use in an inhospitable environment.

19. A networking device as herein described with reference to the drawings.
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